R. M. POSSUM AND PH. A. GRIFFITH
Recently Raynaud (unpublished) and Boutot (to appear) have shown that a complete factorial ring of dimension 4 with an algebraically closed characteristic zero residue class field is Cohen-Macaulay. Using the Grauert-Riemenschneider vanishing theorem, Hartshorne and Ogus [HO] have given an independent proof of this result in case the local ring is the completion of a C-algebra of finite type. All of these results are obtained by showing, under the hypotheses mentioned above, that the ring satisfies the Serre (83) condition. Then they use the result : If A is factorial complete, (83) and dim A = 4, then A is Cohen-Macaulay (and therefore Gorenstein). Danilov has also demonstrated these results.
On the other hand Freitag and Kiehl [FK] have constructed an example of a factorial analytic local ring, a homomorphic image of a ring of convergent power series over C, which has depth 3, dimension 60, and is not Cohen-Macaulay. Hochster (private communication) has shown us that the completion is also factorial.
An excellent survey with extensive bibliographic references has been written by Lipman [L] .
Our examples are easy to describe. Let p be a prime integer and n a positive integer. Suppose k is a perfect field of characteristic p. Let B be the ring of formal power series over k in the p" variables Xo, Xi, ..., X^n_i, so B=fe[[Xo,X,,...,X^-J].
Let a : B-> B be the fe-algebra automorphism induced by CT(Xf) = X»+i (f taken modulo /?"). Then a induces an action of the group Zip" Z on B as A:-algebra automorphisms. Our claim is that the ring of invariants is a factorial ring (of dimension p") which is complete and has depth at most/?"" 1 +2, and is thus not Cohen-Macaulay (except possibly when p n = 4, in which case Bertin has shown that the depth is at most 3).
In addition to providing examples, in characteristic p ^ 0, of complete local factorial rings which are not Cohen-Macaulay, these provide counter-examples (along with the examples of Freitag and Kiehl) of a conjecture (suggested by Example 5.9 in [HI]) which states : If A is a complete noetherian domain, then some symbolic power of a prime ideal of height one is a maximal Cohen-Macaulay module. (For in the examples, each such symbolic power is a principal ideal and is therefore isomorphic to A.)
The ring of invariants is usually not Cohen-Macaulay
We fix a prime integer p, a positive integer n and an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p. We will be considering actions of Z/p" Z on various types of abelian groups. Thus we will sometimes denote this cyclic group by Z (/?"), for example when considering the group algebras Z [Z (//*)] and k [Z (/?")].
If R is a commutative ring, then the group algebra R [Z (/?")] ^ R [^/(^"-l), and in case charR = p, this algebra is the truncated polynomial algebra R \t j/^-l)^. Let ¥" = k [Z (/?")]. Then ¥" has a A:-basis which we denote by CQ, e^, ..., ^n_i and the action of Z/p"Z on ¥" is given by a (^,) = ^+1 (i taken modulo /?"), where
For each integer m, denote by S" 1 (¥") the m-ih symmetric power of ¥" as a vector space over k. Each symmetric power is again a fe [Z (//^-module and the dimension is given by
The ring k [Xo, ..., Xpn-i] of polynomials in the/?" variables Xo, ..., Xpn-i is identified as the symmetric algebra S (¥"). As such the group Z/p" Z becomes a group of A:-algebra automorphisms of S (¥"), automorphisms which are all of degree zero. Thus the ring of Z/p" Z-invariants, in addition to being a A:-algebra of finite type [F] , and a normal domain, is also graded, with its w-forms being just the invariants of S"* (V,,).
At this point we pause to consider the completions. Suppose R = ]J R^ is a noethen^o rian positively graded ring. Let a^ = [J R^. The ideals { a^ }^i define a system of n^m neighborhoods of 0 in R for a linear topology, which is separated. Call this the Tc-topology. The completion in the Ti-topology is denoted by R". The following lemma is an easy consequence of ( [EGA] , II, 2.1, 6 (vi)]). LEMMA 1.1. -The a^-adic topology and the n-topology coincide. Consequently the a^-adic completion coincides with R".
As a result we conclude that the ring ]~[ S"* (¥"), which we denote by y (Vn), is iso- We now use the theory of Witt vectors and the calculations of cohomology in characteristic p as exposed in [Se] .
If V is a finite dimensional vector space over k, denote by P (V) the associated projective space (of lines through the origin). If V affords a ^-linear representation of a finite group G, then G acts also on P (V). Consider the orbit space P (V)/G, which is a variety. (That is the length is less than the order of G. This occurs for all points if the representation is not faithful. So we must assume that the representation is faithful.) Then Q = {p e P (V) there is T -^ 1 in G such that T (p) = p }. Let Q' be the image of Q in the orbit space Z. Suppose r is an integer with 1 ^ r < dim P (V)-dim Q. Then there are dim N-r-1 forms in A of degree d [so they are linear forms in A(rf)], say/i, .. .,./"-,., whose zeros in P^ define a linear subspace L of dimension ^-(dimV-l-r) which intersects Z transversally and hence does not meet Q'. Let X == Z n L and let Y be the preimage of X in P (V). Then Y -> X is a principal homogeneous G-space. The inequality 1 ^ r < dim P (V) -dim Q is the only restriction we have made and this implies that our representation is faithful. Proof. -A point p in P (V) is represented by a nonzero element v e V. Since the subgroups of Zip" Z are linearly ordered, the element v is stabilized by a non-trivial element if and only if a^""
The space Q is the image in P(V) of this subspace of dimension p"" 1 . Hence Q has dimension p"' 1 -1.
Thus we have 1 ^ r < dimV-/?"" 1 and hence dimV > l+p"' 1 in order that we have a non-trivial Z/p" Z covering.
Remark. -The above material is found in Paragraph 20 of [Se] . Let i^n denote the abelian group scheme of Witt vectors of length m over Spec k. Since X is a projective variety the group iTm (X) = iT^ (k). Let F denote the Frobenius on i^ni while V and R denote the Verschiebung and restriction respectively. The constant group scheme Z/p" Z is the kernel of F-I on i^^. The principal homogeneous Zip" Z-space Y -> X constructed above gives a non-zero element in the cohomology group H 1 (X, Z/^Z) provided dimV-p"" 1 > 1. By ( [Se] Prop. 13), this group is just the kernel of F-I on H 1 (X, ^). In particular H 1 (X, ^) ^ 0. Returning to the construction above, we take the maximal value of r = dim V -/?""
So we have p"' 1 forms/i, .. .,/pn-i of degree d in A, which, when considered in S (V)> form part of a system of parameters. Hence 
-7/'dmifcV > p n~l +2, then the ring of invariants S (V)^" 2 is not Cohen-Macaulay.
All that remains to be remarked is that the Krull dimension dim S (V) 27^ == dim^V.
COROLLARY 1.8. -If V is an indecomposable k [Z (p^-module, then S (V) 27^ is a factorial ring which is not Cohen-Macaulay, provided dim^ V > 7?"~1 +2.
Proof, -This follows from Proposition 1.7 and the theory of Galois descent in [SaL] , In [SaL] it is shown that the ideal class group of the ring of invariants is (a subgroup of) H 1 (Z/p" Z, G^ (A:)). Since A: is a field of characteristic p, this group of homomorphisms is zero.
Remark, -It does not follow that Berlin's example [B] is not Cohen-Macaulay, for in this example V = k [Z/4Z], p = 2, n = 2, and therefore dim^V = ^n~l+2.
(It should be noted that there is a misprint in [B] . In the definition of the element z, on page 656 the equation should read Z ==M2X^+XXi+xJ(X2+X3+X4)(X2+X4). This misprint is carried over to page 88 of [Fo] and should also be corrected there. Many hours of calculations, using several hundred sheets of paper, have convinced the authors that the depth of Berlin's example is 3.) CONJECTURE. -We conjecture that depth A = p n~l -{-2.
The ring of invariants is usually factorial
Using the theory of Galois descent we showed, in the previous section, that the ring of invariants of Z/p" Z acting on S (V) is factorial. It is not generally the case that completions of factorial rings are factorial, but it is natural to ask whether a given factorial (local) ring has a factorial completion. In this section we prove the following theorem. 
., Xpn-i]] by cyclically permuting the variables. Then the ring of invariants is factorial.
The proof we give is a substantial simplification of our first proof which handled only the cases p" = 4 and n = 1 when p ^ 5. Let G^ denote the group of units functor and let y (V) be the Ti-completion of the symmetric algebra of V. Then, as before, the divisor class group of y (Y) 21^"11 is (a subgroup of) the cohomology group H 1 (Z/p" Z, Gm (y (V))). In this case however, the group does not act trivially on the group G^ (^(V)), and a certain amount of arrow theoretical gymnastics is needed in order to show that this cohomology group is zero. Actually our techniques work only in case V = A:[Z(//*)] because then we are able to successfully compute the cohomology. (We wish to express our gratitude to Professor Reiner for his helpful comments involving some crucial steps in this computation.) We conjecture that in fact all the rings y (V)Z/P"Z ^.g factorial.
For the benefit of the reader we recall the definition of the group H 1 (G, M) for a G-module M, where G is a finite cyclic group generated by an element cr. 14 '-7 Z-module for each j ^ 0. We get a relation between S (¥") and S (¥"_ i) which induces a similar relation between the completions y (¥") and y (V^_ i).
First we need to know the structure of the k [Z (j9")]-modules S w (¥"). This is given in the next result. But first a bit of notation. We suppose S 1 (¥") has as A:-basis elements Xo, Xi, ..., Xpn-i. Then S w (¥") is spanned by the monomials in the { X, } of
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degree m. In S^ (¥") there is a particularly nice set of monomials, namely the orbit of Jp-l -i Xo Xpn-i X^pn-i ... X(p_i)pn-i [which is just the element ]"] cf^" (Xo) and which r=o we denote by Yo] and which consists ofthe/?"" 1 elements Yo, a(Yo), ..., a^"" 1 " 1 (Yo). The A:-space spanned by these elements is Z/p" Z-invariant. Now we use the fact that Z//?" Z maps a monomial to a monomial in order to compute the length of an orbit of a monomial.
In order to simplify notation, a monomial will be denoted only by its sequence of exponents. Thus a monomial in the X^ will be denoted by X (^o, ..., Cpn-1) and a monomial in the Yj will be denoted by Y (/o, .. .,fpn-t-i) or Y (f). Proof. -As noted in Paragraph 1, the stabilizer subgroup of the monomial, if it is not the zero subgroup, contains c^"" 1 . Hence the assumption that the orbit has length smaller than p n implies that it is stabilized by a^"" 1 . Therefore e^+pn-i = ^ for each i.
The last statement is also clear. The cokernel of this injection is
N. B.
This product is not a product of Z/p" Z-modules.
We are now prepared to state the main result of this section. The notation is as above.
PROPOSITION 2.4. -The cohomology group
The group l+^i (¥")/!+^i (V,,_i) has a filtration whose factor groups have trivial cohomology. Although this fact in itself is not usually enough to insure that there is an isomorphism of cohomology, there are extra conditions on the filtration which will allow this conclusion. The filtration is given by the filtration on 1 + <9\ (¥") as follows.
The quotient
We get induced subgroups given by the image in l+^i (Vn)/l+^i (V»_i) of the subgroups 1+^n, (Vn) for w ^ 1. Let U^ denote this image. Then we get : This group has an underlying set which is the product of countably many copies of k. Applying first Theorem 6 and then Theorem 3 of Yuan's paper [Y] (see also [A] As a final parting question, we ask : Suppose V is an indecomposible k [Z (/?")]-module. What is the decomposition of the symmetric powers S"* (V) ?
